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The word dvár-ldúr- is usually associated in one's mind with the house. It is regarded as the only part of the house mentioned in the S.gveda (RV), which testifies
to the fact that the house was really a kind of building (and not only a social notion
- home). In addition, two names for house in the RV (and there is a whole group of
synonyms referring to this notion) are derived from the ¡ool dúr-: dúrya- and
duroná- (Elizarenkova I 995: 24-27).
The consistent formal, semantic and functional linguistic analysis of this word
given here, accompanied by the description of its mythological background in the
text and stylistic peculiarities, is intended to give a more exact and objective idea of
how dvâr-ldtir- functioned in the hymns.

According to Grassmann, the meaning of dv,ár-ldúr- f. is 'Thür' - the two
forms of the stem are given as separate items in his dictionary (Grassmann 1955:
651,613). Böhtlingk, however, gives as the first meaning of this word in Sanskrit
'Thor, Thür, Eingang oder Ausgang überh.' (Böhtlingk 1882: 133). Mayrhofer
follows Grassmann in this respect, formulating the meaning of dvár- as 'Tür, Tor,
(Du.) die beiden Ti.irflügel' (Mayrhofer 1992 764-765).
dvár-tdúr- is a feminine root-stem of Indo-European origin with many parallels in other languages, though there are some difficulties in explaining its phonetic
development from the IE root sdhger-, *dh¡or-, *dhur- 'door, gate', On the synchronic level, in Vedic, this is a r¿¡re case in which there is no verbal root corresponding to the nominal root-stem. E. Benveniste, who has analysed the names for
door in tndo-European languages, makes the following remark in this connection:
*dhwer- is an unanalysable tcrm by itself, which cannot be attached to any verbal root,
and its etymological signification escapes us; but it is possible that we have here a
tenn for a material object which owes its name lo the functions which it fulfils
(Benvcniste 197 3: 254-255).
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dvár-ldtit is found in the RV 44 times. The category of grammatical number is expressed by this nominal stem in a peculiar way: there is no
The substantive

grammeme of the singular, and the paradigm consists only of the dual (9) and plural
(35) forms. The dual number presupposes that the corresponding denotatum consists of two parts (two halves of a gate or door); as for the plural number, this does
not mean an aggregate made up of many parts or details, but expresses the multitude
of denotata. This is a general statement which is not always evident in concrete
contexts.

of

grammatical cases is represented by three grammemes:
nominative, accusative and vocative (the laner not being, strictly speaking, a caseform as it has an appellative function, and not a descriptive one like the nominative
and accusative). Most frequent is the accusative (35) used with both dual and plural
inflexions (du. - 9, pl. - 26), while the nominative and vocative are used only in the
plural (Nom.pl.- 6, voc. pl. - 3). so the plural inflexion is found in all three case

The paradigm

gr¿unmemes, but the dual only in the accusative.

The nominal root-stem dvãr-tdúr- preserves in principle the apophony caused
by the ancient accent shift (Burrow 1955: 219), bur the accent shift itself has been
abandoned. The v¡ddhi grade of the root vowel is found in the strong cases:
Acc. du. dváraldvára¿r, Nom./voc. pl. dvárah\ and the weak grade is found in the

Acc. pl. dúraþ, but the accent is always on the root vowel, except for one form
which follows the ancient vowel shift: Acc. pl. durâþ - 11,2,7. Two examples of
exceptions in vowel degree are found in the late part of the text: Nom. pl. dúrahI,188,5 and Acc. pl. dvárah in I,130,3.

n

Some tendencies can be traced concerning the distribution of cefiain grammatical forms of dvár-ldúr- in various types of mythological contexts. The Nom. pl. is
found almost always in the.Ãpri (or its variant Àpra) hymns, where dúrah functions as a key-word either in the fifth or in the sixth stanza. It is used as the subject
of the verbs with the following lexical meanings: 'to go asunder', 'to open' (intr.)
ví íri- (I,13,6; 142,6; II,3,5a; YlI,l2,2); 'to spread out', ,be wide'
ví prath-

(II,3,5c); and 'to open (intr.)'

-

-

tid hA- (IX,5,5). For instance, II,3,5 reads as fol_

lows:
ví irayantãm urviyá huyámana

dvtÍro devih suprãyaná námobhiþl
vyácasvatir vf prathantam ajuryií
várqam punãná yaiâsam suvíramll
'[æt the invoked divine gates go asunder widely, lthe gates]
pleasant to be trodden, owing to [our] salutations! Let them
open [, so as to become] spacious, clarifying the glorious
varqa rich in heroic men!'
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This is a typical example. The gates (always plural) are semi-personified and
deified in these liturgical hymns. They are described with much exaggeration as
sacred objects worshipped by the devotees, and seem to have in common with their
real prototype only the main function - to open. In only one context is the material
nature of dvtÍraþ revealed, and the poet mentions their leaves - IX,5,5, (Ãpri):
úd átair iihate brhád

dváro devír hirayyâyiþ

|

pávantãne na sústut ah ll

'The divine golden gates open high with their leaves, being
well praised by Pavamãna.'

In four out of five examples the verb connected with the Nom. pl. dváralt in
the Ãpri-hymns has the form of 3 pl. impv., expressing a wish or request addressed
to the gates, and only in IX,5,5 is it found in the 3 pl. present indicative.
There is a context in the late part of the RV showing deviations from the
tenclencies described above. The Nom. pl. of the subject is dúral.t (and not dváraþ
like elsewhere), the predicate is represented by a verb of an unusual lexical meaning
(&sar-'to stream' [trans.]) in an unusual grammatical form (3 pl. impf. ind.), not to
mention some other vague forms. This is a stanza from an Ãpri-hymn I, 188,5:

virá! samrád vibhvill prabhvír
bahvií ca bhúyaslí ca y,áþl
dúro ghr.tány ak;aran

ll

'Ruling separately, ruling together, spacious, many, and those
that are even more, the gates streamed torrents of ghee,'

The first two forms are nominative singular, while the rest of the epithets and the
predicate are in the plural. K. Geldner interprets them as proper names: "Virãj
(Herrscherin), Samrãj (Allbehenscherin)" (Geldner l95l:269), though samrái- is
not otherwise used in this function in the RV. L. Renou translates it in the following
way:
La porte (régnant) séparément, (la porte) régnant conjointemenl, les (autres) Porle'r
amples, puissantes et nombreuses et / plus nombreuses (encorc) ont laissé-couler les
beunes-fondus (Renou l9ó5: 42).

But later on, commenting on another passage, he remarks: "dúra|t est partout Acc.,
y compris 1.188,5" (Renou 1966: 57).
Three times in the Ãpri-hymns dvár- is represented by the Voc. pl., and the
corresponding verbal predicate has the form of 2 pl. impv. The gates are asked as
usual to go asunder (ví íri- V,5,5a; X,70,5b; I 10,5a), to make the sacrifice complete

(pr- V,5,5c), to touch the sky (sp¡í- X,70,5a), to hold the divine chariot (dårX,70,5d), and to be trodden with pleasure (suprayaná X,ll0,5d). This is a semipersonificati on ol dvár-.
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The impression is received that the gates which are invoked in these hymns
symbolize in the rin¡al a kind of border-gate between earth and heaven, the human
and the divine world. When the gates open, the devotees obtain access to all the
desirable things given by the gods, who come themselves in their chariots to the
place of sacrifice. Cf., for instance, X,70,5:
divó vã sánu spriátã váriyah
pythivyá vã mátrayã ví írayadhvam I
uiatír dvaro mahiná mahádbhir
devâm rátharp rathayúr dharayadhvam

ll

'Touch the surface ofthe sky, [and] even further, or spread
all over the earth! O gates, willing [it], together with the
powerful [gods], hold with your power the divine chariot,
desiring for [this] chariot!'

So, the use of dvárah in the Ãpri-hymns is always symbolic, based on the
mythological ideas and ritual practice of the S.gvedic Aryans.
Once the Acc. pl. is found in an Ãpri-hymn (VII,2,5a-b): svadhyò ví dúro
devaytintó l'iiírayu ratharyúr devó¡ata'Benevolent, devoted to the gods, they
opened the gates, longing for the chariot for the divine servico' ("they" = 1þs
priests). Again, the motive of the divine chariot passing through the ritual gates
seems to be represented in the first line, but this time it is the priests who open the
gates (cf. the previous context).
The accusative is the most frequent case grammeme, as has been mentioned
before. It is used both in the dual and in the plural. The Acc. du. shows great uni-

formity in verbal construction: I times out of 9 it expresses the direct object of
verbs with the lexical meaning 'to open' (trans.): ví var- (IV,51,2; VII,95,6;
VIII,39,6); ápa var- (lII,5,[; VIII,5,2I); ví ar- (1,48,15; 128,6); and ápa ar(1X,10,6). On one occasion the verb is anj-'to anoint' (VIII,63,l), The agent who
opens the gates is in the majority of cases a solar deity: Agni or Uças (5 times). The
characteristic nominal construction is that with the genitive. The substantive in the
genitive govemed by dvára usually has an abstract meaning: dvárãv .,. divd 'the
gate of the day' (I,48,15), dvcÍrã támaso 'the gate of darkness' (III,5,l), dvårav
ftásya 'the gate of the Cosmic Law' (VII,95,6), dvárd motînám 'the gate of
thoughts' (IX,10,6).
Thus the most typical use of dvárãis in contexts like I,48,15: ,úso ydd adyá
bhãnúna I ví dvårav r. ryávo diváh 'O Ugas, when you open today with [your] ray of

light the gate of the day ...'; or III,5,I: ápa dvåra támaso váhnir ãvaþ 'The conveyer [ofoblations], he opened the gate ofdarkness' ("he" = Agni).
The agent opening the gates can also be a R$i, or mediator between mortals and
gods, as, for example IX,10,6: ápa dvára motlnám I pratná fqvanîi kãrávaþ 'The
ancient singers open the gate

of thoughts' (also VII,95,6). It can also be another
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variant form of mediator, the forefather of the human race Manu, who had established the sacrifice in days of yore.In VIII,ó3,1 it is said about Indra: yásya dvára
mánu; pitá | devépu dhíya anaié 'whose gate father Manu had anointed with
thoughts'l - which means that tndra has to enter the gate and fr¡lfil the wishes of
his worshippers.
Judging by the broad mythological context, there existed an implicit opposition: outside - inside. The gods were outside, the worshippers were inside, There
was a kind of wall between them with a locked gate which might be opened from
both sides. The gods opened the gate from outside, and came with their chariots to
the sacrificial place. It was the aim of the worshippers to hold the gods' chariot
at the gate, and to take advantage of the divine gifts, lest their rivals should take
them away for themselves. The Rçis, who were mediators between gods and mortals, were able to open the gate from inside by means of their poetic thoughts and
prayers.

Only once does the substantive governed by dvára in the genitive construction
denote a concrete object, 'the cow-pen', in IV,5l,2: vy ìlvraiásya tómaso dvára- |
uchántlr avraíí chticayah pavokcÍþ 'They opened the gate of the cow-pen, of darkness, the shining, bright, pure ones.'

vraió'in this context

seems to be synonymous

with támas-, all the more so, because according to the Vala-myth, the rock served
as a cow-pen to the reddish cows, the moming dawns that were locked inside.
So the general tendency is for the dual form dvárö always to have a metaphorical meaning in these genitive constructions. One syntactic peculiarity of the

word should also be noted: dvára is never found with an adjectival attribute. The
relations of possession arÊ expressed only by the genitive construction of the
substantive.
There are also some stylistic and mythological restrictions conceming this dual
form.dviíra is not used in the Ãpri-hymns, where we find only the plural form. In

addition, this dual form is not found in the "descriptions" (which according to the
style of this text are rather mentions than logical linear expositions) of the Valamyth. In connection with Vala only plural forms of this word are used.

The Acc. pl. which is normally represented in the

RV by the form dúral.t

functions mostly (16 times out of 26) as a direct object of verbs meaning 'to open'
(trans,): tl var- (I,68,10; 113,4; V,45,1; VI,17,6; 62,11;YII,79,411X,45,3; 64,3),
tipa var- (1,121,4; 1I,2,7; lIl,3l,2l; X,120,8; 139,6), ví ar- (I,69,10; VI,l8,5),
ví íri- (VII,2,5). In addition, some verbs of cognition govem this form: ví iña-

(I,72,8)'to distinguish', 'to understand'; prach (1,120,2) 'to ask', 'to find out'; and
some verbs of movement: úpa car- (V11,46,2)'to come near'; ví dhav- (X,29,3) 'to
run through'; and finally the verb anj-'lo anoint' (VII,2,5).
The translation follows the interpretation of H. Oldenberg who admits the possibility
double Acc. with the verb aftj- (Oldenberg l9l2: 125).

of

a
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In the largest group of contexts the Acc. pl. is found in connection with the
Vala-myth (9 times out of 2ó), and the agent who opens the gates is usually Indra.
He may be followed by the divine singers Angirases, but his usual companions, the
storm-gods Maruts, are never mentioned as his assistants opening the gates, For in-

VII,l7,6: áurrlor dúra usríyabhyo ví d¡lhci- | úd urvád gá aslo órigirasvãrt
'You have opened the gates, the stronghold for the reddish cows; followed by the
Angirases you have set free the cows from [their] dungeon'; and VI,l8,5: fryóh
púro ví dúro asya víívãþ'You have opened the forts, all his gates' ("you" = Indra,
"his" = of Vala). The rock in these contexts is regarded as a cow-pen or a fort, and
when Indra sets it asunder with his vajra, he 'opens the gates' of it. Thus dúrah in
stance,

the Vala-myth refer to a material object.

The agent opening the dúrah, can be other than Indra, and then the correspond-

ing context does not belong to the Vala-myth. Several times the solar deities ale
mentioned as agents: Agni (I,68,1O;11,2,7; IV,4,6), Uças (I,l13,4; Y11,79,4), and
Sürya (V,45,1); in single cases these are Soma (1X,45,3 = IX,64,3) and the A5vins
(VI,62,1). Twice the priests are said to open the gates (I,69,90; VII,2,5).
If the contexts in which a deity opens the gate(s) in the dual or in the plural are
compared with the aim of finding any difference in the functioning of dvára arñ
dúraþ, the following observations can be made. The verbs governing the dual and
the plural forms are the same. If there is no specification of what kind of a gate is
opened, one can find rather similar contexts. Compare, for instance, the following
two contexts:

VIII,39,6c-d: agníþ sá draviryodá | agnír dvárã vy itr4ute
'Agni, he is granting wealth, Agni opens the gate.'
I,68, I 0c: ví ráya aurnod dúrah purukstih

'He opened the riches, the gates fleading to them], [Agni] rich in cattle.'
The difference lies in the specification of the substantive dvár-ldúr-. When it is
in the dual, its more precise attribution is expressed by means of genitive constructions, but in the plural it can be defined both by means of genitive constructions and
constructions of agreement with an adjectival attribute. The comparison of the two

groups

of genitive constructions shows that dvárã usually

stantives in the genitive case

govems other subthan dúraþ. The substantives govemed by dvárã werc

enumerated above. As for dúraþ, they can govem substantives of both abstract and
concrete meaning: rãyó dúro 'gates of riches' (1,72,8), drúho mánu;asya dúro

'gates

of human offence' (I,121,4), dúraþ paninám'gates of the Pa1is', dúro

áímavrajànãm'gates of those whose pen is a rock' (X,139,6).
There is only one word that can be used in the genitive construction both with
the dual form dvära and the plural dúraþ, and that is vrajá-'the cow-pen', a substantive with a concrete meaning. Compare:
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1: d¡lhósya cid gómato ví vraiásya ldúro vartam grnaté citrarstl
'Open to the singer the gates even of a firm cow-pen, O you two with
wonderful gifts' (= the Aivins)

VI,62,l

with IV,5l,2: vy ii vrajósya támaso dvåra- | uc.hántlr avraíi chticayal.r pavakál.t
'They opened the gate of the cow-pen, of darkness, the shining, bright,
pure ones.'
Once more vrajá- is found in combination with dúral.t as part

of a compound word

óímuvraja-,X,139,6: âpavrnoddúroáímavrajãnãm 'Heopenedthegatesof those
whose pen is a rock.'
The primary, matedal meaning of v'ajá- is well testified in the RV (Grassmann
There is no doubt thatdvâr-ldtir- in combination with vraiá- means
'the gate of a cow-pen'; all the rest is the further development of rnetaphorical use
of this noun, which is in general characteristic of the style of the S.gvedic hymns.

1955:

l35l).

One more peculiarity should not escape attention - the absence in the RV of
genitive
construction mearing 'the door of a house'. This is closely connected
the
with the problem of what kind of a dwelling it was, in which the Aryans lived in the
times of the'family'mandalas of the RV. The question arises of whether or not the
gate of a cow-pen might have coincided in that time with 'the door of a house': that
is, that people lived in one enclosure with their cattle.

In contrast to the dual, the plural fbrm is

characterized

by many epithets:

adjectives, participles, and adjectival pronouns. As a rule, the epithets are attributed
to dvår-, mainly in the Nom. and Voc. pl.; and rarely in the Acc. pl, The most

frequent epithet is detitl'clivine' (I,13,6; 142,6; II,3,5; V,5,5; IX,5,5; X,ll0,5),
while nuÍnu;i{r 'human' is found only once (V,45,1). They often have an evocative
character, such as, suprayancÍl.t'pleasant to be trodden' (the gates are askecl

to

be

like that for the worshippers) (II,3,5; V,5,5; X,ll0,5), uíatilt'willing' (Vll,l7,2;
X, 70,5), óvantlll 'helping', 'benevolent' (VII,46,2). They are húyántanah 'invoked' (II,3,5) and sústutãh 'well lauded' (IX,5,5) for their impressive appearance;
the gates are hirapyíryi{r 'golden' (IX,5,5), brhatllt 'tall' (X,l lO.5), vycicasvatll.t
'expansive' (II,3,5; X,l10,5), tibhtîll'spacious' (1,188,5), and prahhvi|t 'mighty'

(I,188,5). Divine qualities are attributed to the gates: they are ajurycíh'not subject
to decay'(11,3,5), andasaícátal.l 'not ceasing' (I,13,6). They :ue lauded because
of their high rnoral qualities: they are rtávrdhal.t 'strengthening the Cosmic Law'
(I,13,6; 142,6), and víÍvamirrvd{r 'all-invigorating' (X,110,5). Their number is
stressed by the epithets: they are balníh 'many' (I,188,5), ancl even bhúyastl¡ 'more
than many' (I,188,5); sometimes víivah'all'the gates are mentioned (IIl,3l,2l;

VI,l8,5; X,120,8). Twice it is said about Indra that he has opened (sc. for the
worshipper.s) svcfll [all] 'his'gates (III,3l,2l; X,120,8). The usual state of the gates
is

párivrtah 'closed' (I, 130,3), and only

a deity or a priest can open them.
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The majority of these epithets are found in the Ãprî-hymns, and the way they
function confirms the impression that the aim of this ritual was to open the gates or
to make gods do this by means of exaggerated laudations, that is by praise hymns'

Cf., for instance, the following stanza (X,l10,5) from an Ãpri-hymn.
vyácasvatír urvíyá ví írayantãm

pátibhyo nó jánayah íúmbhamanaþl
dévir dvaro byhatîr viívamínva
devéhhyo bhavata suprayaryåþ ll

'Let the spacious [gates] open like adorned wives [do it] for
ltheir] husbands! O divine gates, tall, all-invigorating, be
pleasant for the gods to be trodden!'

The Acc. pl. can also express a destination - the deity is invited to approach the
gates on the other side of which the priests are waiting. For instance,X,29,3 dúro
g,fro abhy ùgró ví dhava'Hurry up as a violent [god] to [ourJ gates, to the praise

songs!' (to Indra).
Another example of this kind (VII,46,2) presents, albeit vaguely, the idea that
the notion of dúraþ is somehow connected with the abode:
sá hí ksáyena kpámyasya jánmanah

sámrãjyena divyásya cétati I
ávann ávantir úpa no dúraí caraananúvó rudra iásu no bhava ll
'It is owing to [his] abode that he observes the terrestrial
race, owing to [his] sovereignty the celestial one.

Benevolent, approach our benevolent gates! Do not strike

our descendants with illness, O Rudra!'
In this pâssage there seems to be an implicit opposition of Rudra's abode with
the abode of men, where the descendants live together with the older generation.
But all this is rather indistinct, of course.
L. Renou's comments on this passage are very significant:
dúru|¡ (qrsi ne comporte ni sing., ni duel) s'oriente vers "maison" @f . grhó plur.), alors
qle dviir est duel, au sens de "porte" (aussi figuré), propr€ment .sans doute "battant de
porte"; le plur. n'est attesté que dans le ãpri et avec valeur semi-personnifiée (Renou
1966: l6l).

The Acc. pl. dúraþ is once implied as a direct object of an elliptical construction in VII,2,5. It is said in pãdas a-b that the priests have opened the gates (dúro ví
iri-, see above). Pãdas c-d contain an elliptical tum: púrvî iííurp ná mãtára riha4é |

two [cow-]
the
virgins
for
mothers, licking their calf, like
[nuptial] festival.'
lare anointed]
sám ag,rúvo nó sámaneçv anjan'They have anointed many [gates] like
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The translation of these pãdas follows Renou's interpretation, who notes in his
comments that the dual formprirvl'is explained by the influence of the dual matórã
(Renou 1965:46, ll7).
It should be mentioned that the verb añj- also governs once the dual form
dvárdin VIII,63,I, where father Manu anointed Indra's gate (see above). On both
occasions when the construction 'to anoint the gate(s)' is found in the RV, the agent
is not a deity, but mediators between mortals and gods: the priests and Manu, who

It is an action di¡ected towards the gates from inside,
that is from the side of the worshippers. In the ritual practice the verb aÍj- whether
had established the sacrifice.

used literally or figuratively means to embellish the deity in a way characteristic

of

the particular deity: Agni with ghee, Soma with milk, etc. At the same time this verb

is also used in connection with the sacrificial post: svárum anj- 'to decorate the
sacrificial post'. So, the phrase dvåraldúraþ anj- provides no information about the
material nature of the gate(s), but only shows that dvár-ldtir- in the
object of religious worship.

RV was an

Rare syntactic constructions with verbs of cognition are found only in the late
part of the text. The construction dúro ví jna- 'to discem the gates' occurs in a
stanza of an Agni hymn (I,72,8):

svadhyò divá á saptá yahvi

rayó dúro vyitajñá ajanan I
vidád gávyaryt sardmã dr.lhâm úrvónt
yénã nú kam mãnuçî bhójate vítll

'With good intentions they [discemed] from the sky the
seven young [rivers]; knowing the Cosmic Law, they
discemed the gates of riches. Sarama found the firmly

[closed] enclosure of cows which the human race still
enjoys now' ("they" = Angirases or pitaras),

This is an allusion to the Vala-myth. The typical direct objects of the verb jñaare substantives denoting the most sacred objects and notions: the Cosmic Law, the
sacrifice, the sun, the name of a god or goddess (which means the essence of the
bearer

of that name) etc. The fact that the gate also belongs to this list shows

the

high value of the gate in the world-view of the [,gvedic Aryans.
The syntactic construction dúraþ pracå- 'to ask about the gates' is found in the
A6vin hymn 1,120,2: vidvárysãv íd dúraþ pr.ched | ávidvan ittháparo acetáll 'l.et
the one who does not know ask those two who are such knowers about the gates,
any other person lacts] senselessly.' The phraseology of these pãdas sounds like an
echo of the typical brahmodya vocabulary, and the brahmodyas, as is well known,

deal with cosmological riddles about which questions are asked. Comp:ue, for
instance, the following passages from the famous Riddle hymn:

.I'.
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I, I 64,5a-b: påkaþ prchami ntá nasáviiãnan I devánãm e nrÍ ní hi ta padá

n

i

'An ignorant fool, I ask in my mind about the hidden footprints of

the

gods';
I,164,6a-b: ácikivan cikitúçai cicl útra I kavîn prchámi vidnttine nä vidvcÍn
'Unknowing, ignorant, I ask for knowledge about it fro¡n the poets who

know' (O'Flaherty

198

l:

76).

This stylistic similarity shows that the concept of gate was held sacred in the RV.

*

*

*

ln conclusion, it should be stated that the meaning 'door of a house' is not testified
in the RV for dvár-ldtir-. The primary meaning of this word was 'gate of a cowpen'. It is very probable that the same entra¡lce was used for the cattle and the
people who lived together in a kind of common enclosure inside which was found a

collection

of dwellings and stalls. This supposition is supported by the fact that

some denominations of a lrouse in the RV can be correlated in the plural fbrm with
one denotatum (grhá-, dúrya-). The connection

of dvár-ldúr- with the dwelling of

people can also be traced etymologically: dúrya- and cluroná- ale derived from the

rool dúr-.
The word dvár-ldúr- functions most frequently in the hymns in a nretaphorical
sense. There are three main types of contexts in which this word is found in the
RV: a solar deity or a priest opens the gate; the Vala-myth; and the Aprr-hyrnns, in
which dúrah is a key-word of a certain stanza. The functioning of tlvár-lclúr- in
each type of context is characterized by certain formal peculiarities. Of the two
testified grammemes of number (the word has no singular forms) the dual fbrms are
used only in the first group of cases, while the plural ones are used in the second
and third groups. So there exists here a strict complementary distribution. Of the
three case grammemes making up the paradignr of this word, nominative, vocative
and accusative, the nominative and vocative are used only in the plural. They are
found in the Ãpri-hymns, and not in the Vala-myth. The grammeme of the accusa-

function in any group of contexts with both the dual ancl plural inflexion.
Forms of the accusative of both numbers are govemed mainly by a group of verbs
meming 'to open' (trans.). The subject of this predicate, the agent who opens the
gate, is either a god (Indra, a solar deity) or the priests (it may also be other mediators). The gate symbolizes a frontier between the two worlds. It can be opened
from both sides, and to open tlre gate means for mortals to obtain access to the
tive

c¿ur

divine gifts.
The Nom. and Voc. pl. forms foun<l in the Ãpri-hymns are syntactically connected with the same group of verbs meaning 'to open' (intr.) - wor.shippers plead
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with the gates to "open". In this situation can be seen semi-personification of the
gates and their exaggerated laudation. Chains of adjectival attributes qualify the
Nom.fy'oc. pl. form dvárah.
The dual and the plural forms of dvár-ldút both occur in syntactic constructions with the genitive case expressing appurtenance. dvár-ld¡ir- in these constructions is mostly used metaphorically: the gate of darkness, the gate of riches etc. The
lists of substantives in the genitive are different in the dual and in the plural. Only
one substantive is found in both lists: vraTd- and 'the gate of cow-pen' ca¡r be
vrajásya dvára and vrajásya dtirah. This seems to be the primary meaning of this
construction, which refers to a material object. In the mythological context of Vala
clúrah is used figuratively, designating a break in a rock caused by Indra's vajra
which served as an exit for the cows that had been locked inside.
The result of this short investigation is that we still know very little about how
'the door of a house' looked in $gvedic times. It would be wiser to speak about the
entrance into the dwelling where people lived without rejecting the possibility that
the gate of a cow-pen might coincide with 'the door of a house'. The only hints at
its material nature are that it consisted of two parts and had a kind of frame.
At the same time the hymns of the RV provide us with a clear idea of the
prominent role played by the gate in mythology and ritual. The concept of a gate
symbolizing the frontier between the sacred and the profane re¿rlm is revealed
distinctly in the hymns, along with the image of a ritual with the aim of opening the
gates, making the gods pass through them and rewarding the devotees.
This symbolic function of the door and gate is well known in many a¡chaic
cultures and folk-beliefs: the data of the RV are supported by many typological
parallels. The door (gate) is regarded over a wide area as a protection from danger
that threatens from outside, ¿urd all the parts of the door partake of a sacred character
(Læach 1949:321). [n many cultures the gate symbolizes a means of communication
between the living and the dead (Jobes 1962: 633). The gate is a very important
object in Slavonic folk-beliefs and magical practices. It is believed to be a symbolic
frontier between "ofìe's own" territory and the "OUtSide" alien world. Actions connected with the gate have above all a communicative and evaluative function (information about the wedding, birth, death etc.). This is when relations between the

family and the community are concemed. But if contacts with the "alien" world take
place, the aim of the magical ritual is to protect "one's own" territory from the
hostile forces from outside (Vinogradova & Tolstaja 1995: 438). The opening of
the Tsar's gates, meaning the transition from the profane to the sacred, is the central

point of celain rituals in the Russian Orthodox Church.
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